The HSU Natural History Museum presents....

A Winter Lecture Series about Our Ocean

Join us Tuesday evenings 7 – 8 pm
(donations appreciated)

- December 15 – Joe Tyburczy, The Science Behind MPAs
  Joe works for the Sea Grant Extension office in Eureka. He will share the latest science behind Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). What are they and how are they doing? Part of his research involves finding baseline data through sampling rocky intertidal zones and fish assemblages of offshore rocky reefs. He will be sharing some of his data with us.

- January 12th – Brian Tissot, Are we Losing our Sea Stars?
  Brian is the direction of the HSU Marine Lab. He will share some of the latest information about sea star wasting disease and changes in ocean conditions that have contributed to the delaying the crab season. Come and learn more about the health of our local coast and the oceanic web of life.

- February 9th – Michael Furniss, A Slow Motion Flood.... Sea Level Rise Globally, and Locally
  Michael is a private consultant from Arcata and travels the world to inform others about climate change and sea level rise. He will be presenting a lot of information about the patterns of sea level rise and how they will be affecting coastal habitats, coastal cities, and Humboldt Bay. How can we problem solve now to help reduce this pending threat?

Complimentary goodies and hot beverages will be served!